
Driving more traffic to your website 
Creating more brand awareness 
Driving lead generation
Boosting conversion rates
AND more!

I hear this all the time, What is the difference? Which should I use? What will bring me more leads, drive more
conversions?

I will let you in on a secret - there IS a difference and there IS one more strategic than the other!

“A Facebook advertisement is a targeted campaign designed to help you meet your specific marketing
objectives.” (zestsms.com.) 

With a Facebook campaign, you can reach goals like: 

Facebook ads can be used to target 
specific, niche audiences that meet
your ideal avatar client or target 
audience. Choose the audience you’d 
like to target and the promotion you’d
like to advertise, and, honestly, when it comes to Facebook ads, the options are seemingly endless.

A boosted post could be thought of like the little brother or sister of the Facebook ad. It’s a subtype of
sponsored post that has the opportunity to be blasted out to reach a larger audience. When boosting a post,
you are paying Facebook money to take a post you created on your page and have it appear higher up on the
news feed of your intended audience. 

The downside of the boosted post, and something I hear a lot of people say, is that the boosted post is
extremely hit or miss. As it is the “little brother or sister” of the Facebook ad, it is not as detailed, targeted, or
thought out as a Facebook ad campaign.

In the end - always opt for the Facebook campaign. If you don’t know where to start, 97 Display’s advertising
department can help!

Think of the creative content of your Facebook ad as the most important piece of your advertisement. The
graphic is going to be the eye-catching piece that gets people interested enough to read more about the
benefits you offer and the value you can add to your community.

Top 3 Most Common Misconceptions Surrounding Facebook Ads

1. Boosted Posts Are Just As Effective As A Facebook Ad Campaign

2. Graphics Aren’t The Most Important Piece Of An Ad



3. Ad Copy Needs To Include Every Little Detail About Your Promotion

With a graphic, always remember, custom content statistically converts better than stock! If you can use
custom pictures or video content you should! You don’t need a professional camera crew, just take some
simple, clean pictures on your iPhone and voila! 

Side note: Make sure to add your logo and state your promotion! This can help to build credibility, make your
ad look professional, and be eye catching!

A lot of people think that ad copy is the place to lay it all out. The more information the better. This is not
always true! 

With ad copy, you want to remember this is an advertisement, created to grab attention and urge people to
learn more about your business and take action. If you give them all there is to know within the ad copy,
there is no incentive to go to your website and learn more! 

Always remember that shorter is sweeter! 

People want to know the 411, the down low. If you provide only the need to know and keep some mystery,
users will be quick to go to your website to learn more. From here you can sit back and watch your website
traffic increase, lead generation boost, and ROI soar!

Next Steps:

97 Display clients are eligible for a FREE Facebook Ad audit and consultation. 

If you think your Facebook ad campaigns aren't performing  at their full potential - let's talk!

You can reach out to our Senior Advertising Specialist at Spencer@97Display.com


